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Abstract
Despite recent prioritization in national politics and economics, rural communities and schools across the United States (US) are still facing an array of challenges. In the US, rural schools are funded less proportionately than and often do not have the resources of suburban and urban schools. In addition, rural schools struggle to recruit and retain teachers in nearly all subject areas. Rural schools are often unable to provide the same academic opportunities as suburban and urban schools, which has compounding effects on all students, whether they want to take advanced placement courses or other specific courses for their chosen career pathways. Furthermore, rural student populations are becoming increasingly diverse and require rural schools to provide new services (e.g., English language learner [ELL] resources, mental health support, internet access) to their community. To better address these challenges the Rural Education Center at Kansas State University has increased their efforts to collaborate with rural schools in addressing their need for resources, teachers, and support. We use the theory of ecological agency to frame ways in which the contextual affordances and challenges of rural educational settings provide distinct opportunities for teacher education programs to innovate teaching and learning in rural schools. Many of the factors that have prevented sustained and authentic engagement with rural schools have been minimized in recent years through technology and increased broadband connectivity in rural contexts. Technology offers a range of opportunities for teacher education programs to engage more authentically with rural schools and provide sustained support through (1) telepresence-based field and student teaching experiences, (2) distance and online-based supervision, and (3) shared virtual and online pedagogies of the rural. To make these innovative engagements more sustainable, the use of technology in rural schools will need to be evolved and supported in new manners to have an impact on the agency of rural teachers to aid their students’ learning. In this way, rural can be a lens for technological innovation in teacher education and rural schools.
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1. Introduction

Despite recent prioritization in national politics and economics, rural communities and schools across the United States (US) are still facing an array of challenges (Showalter, et al., 2019). In the US, rural schools are funded less proportionately and often do not have the resources of suburban and urban schools, while also struggling to recruit and retain teachers in nearly all subject areas, especially STEM. Rural schools are often unable to provide the same academic opportunities as suburban and urban schools, which has compounding effects on all students, whether they want to take advanced placement courses or other specific courses for their chosen career pathways (Showalter, et al., 2019). Furthermore, rural student populations are becoming increasingly diverse and require rural schools to provide new services (e.g., English language learner [ELL] resources, mental health support, internet access) to their community. These challenges can be seen in states like Kansas, as well as across the Midwest (Nguyen, 2020).

Teacher shortages continue to be an issue across the United States, especially in rural communities. Teacher education needs to find more effective ways to engage with rural schools and contexts to address these shortages. The need to engage with rural schooling serves several goals. The most obvious, of course, is to recruit rural students into teacher education and to prepare teachers to return to rural schools. Beyond that, teacher education as an academic discipline needs a much more robust research agenda with regard to rural education. We need increased engagement to both better understand how to serve rural schools, as well to better prepare preservice teachers for the pedagogy of the rural (Walker-Gibbs, Ludecke, & Kline, 2015). Recruiting and retaining highly qualified teachers in rural settings has been an ongoing challenge (Azano & Stewart, 2015), and only amplified by the COVID-19 Pandemic (Wang, et al., 2021). Teacher education should play a role in addressing teacher shortages in rural, and all, contexts.
Factors that have attributed to teacher education programs lack of engagement with rural schools in general have much to do with two factors: proximity of rural schools to teacher education programs and the complexities of teaching in rural schools. Primarily, rural schools are often long distances from university teacher education programs. The distance and proximity of rural schools to teacher education programs has a dually limiting effect. First, rural schools are not conveniently accessible to teacher education programs for field experiences and student teaching experiences, and subsequently their university supervisors. With limited access to rural schools, preservice teachers’ experiences with rural schools (if they have any) are often fleeting, contrived, and lacking in critical engagement with rural pedagogical issues (Azano & Stewart, 2015). Second, teacher education programs are not conveniently accessible to rural students that are aspiring to be teachers. Often times for rural students the idea of leaving their rural community as either a young or mature adult has cultural and financial implications that can cripple aspirations of attending the university. While college or university communities are often relatively small in comparison to cities, these communities can be significantly larger than rural communities. Furthermore, college and university towns often have a significantly higher cost of living.

Secondarily, the complexities of teaching rural schools provide a range of factors that limit teacher education programs’ abilities to prepare preservice teachers who want to teach in rural settings. The complexities range from the need for place-based pedagogy and specific career and technical education pathways, to multiple-subject certified teachers (e.g., math, science, and agriculture) to cover all courses of study and meet the financial needs of the rural schools and community (Azano & Stewart, 2015). Complexities of any school context are hard to capture fully through teacher education programs, but especially if preservice teachers have limited or no access to that context. Finally, as teacher education struggled to address the need for diversity—to increase the numbers of diverse candidates and faculty and to provide field experiences in diverse settings—rural schools were, rightly or wrongly, viewed as not contributing to that exigence. This can be attributed in part to faculty and student bias about rural communities, lack of experience in rural schools, and stereotypes of rural students. Many rural communities in Kansas are diverse with 50%-80% of the student population identifying as ELL.

Many of the factors that have prevented sustained and authentic engagement with rural schools have been minimized in recent years through technology and increased broadband connectivity in rural contexts (USDA, 2021). Furthermore, one benefit of the COVID-19 Pandemic has been that rural stakeholders that were once reluctant to engage with technology have become more comfortable with a technological presence in their schools. Technology offers a range of opportunities for teacher education programs to engage more authentically with rural schools and provide sustained support through telepresence-based field and student teaching experiences (Wertzberger, 2019), distance and online-based supervision (Clark et al., 2021), and shared virtual and online pedagogies of the rural (Wang et al., 2021). While these innovative uses of technology have begun to engage rural schools more fully, to make the engagement sustainable the use of technology in rural schools will need to be evolved and supported in new manners to have an impact on rural teacher recruitment. In this way, rural can be a lens for technological innovation in teacher education. The next three-five years will be pivotal for teacher education programs to establish technologically-based relationships with rural schools to fully realize opportunities for innovation.

2. Theoretical framing

We approached our rural school and teacher education partnerships “ecologically,” wanting to better understand the interrelations and connectedness of the socio-cultural context in which each unique rural school operates (Widen et al., 1998). In regard to interrelations, we mean the relationships among those present in the rural school context – students, teachers, administrators—as well as the contextual conditions of the school, community, public and personal spaces. The connectedness and disconnectness of these relationships create possibilities and opportunities for agency within each rural school’s ecological context. Thus, this work was informed by an ecological theory of agency (Biesta & Tedder, 2015). There has been a lot of recent research on the topic of agency, especially for teachers in constraining contexts (e.g., underfunded schools, ELL classrooms without resources or support, classrooms during COVID-19) (Biesta et al., 2015; Buchanan, 2015; Kayi-Aydar, 2015), including the use of ecological agency (Oolbekink-Marchand et al., 2017). Ecological agency theorists define agency as action in the context of structures, or an actor’s capability to “critically shape their own responsiveness to problematic situations” (Biesta et al., 2015; Buchanan, 2015; Kayi-Aydar, 2015; Priestley et al., 2012). In an ecological view: “actors always act by means of their environment rather than simply in their environment [because] the achievement of agency will always result from the interplay of individual efforts, available resources and contextual and structural factors as they come together in particular and, in a sense, always unique situations” (Biesta et al., 2015). Similarly, our view of agency situates agency as something an individual achieves under distinct ecological conditions, and the resources available to them.
We use “ecological” as a lens to view the rural school context holistically, and the wide range of factors, both inside and outside the school, that enable and constrain not only the school administration’s actions, but also our partnerships. Agency, in the ecological sense, maintains actors constantly achieve agency in response to the ecological conditions of the context, even for those who seemingly have the more constraints, or even more affordances. Therefore, in an ecological sense, as a land grant institution, we view our partnerships with rural schools as a mutual way to achieve agency given the distinct context and constraints in which each rural school finds itself. An ecological theory of agency is relevant to our work with rural schools because it prioritizes individuals’ reflexive and creative counters to cultural, economic, political, and societal constraints that open inquiry into possibilities (Pantić, 2015). Through partnerships with rural schools, the REC hopes to provide new possibilities for both the reproductive and transformative goals of our rural school partners. We use an ecological sense of agency to better understand the dimensions that our dynamic rural educational contexts utilize in achieving agency. The dimensions of rural educational contexts are dynamic because they represent a constant negotiation between historical precedent, future intentions, and current priorities. Scholars have described three primary dimensions in agency: iterative, projective, and practical-evaluative (Emirbayer & Mischa, 1998). Most recently, and simply, Pantić (2015, p. 768) illustrated the three temporal dimensions associated with ecological agency, as “influences from the past (e.g., adopted routines), orientations towards the future purposes (e.g., intentions, hopes, fears) and engagement with the present (e.g., judgments about opportunities).” We use these dimensional elements of agency to provide framings for the goals of our partnerships in a structurally constrained ecological context.

We exercise the iterative dimension when we reflexively select and utilize values and beliefs related to past experiences and life histories, past instances of achieving agency, and realizations and actions that were important. (e.g., rural community values, beliefs, and identities and past experiences working with post-secondary institutions). We draw upon the projective dimension when employing intentions to transform and bring about a future that is different from the past and the present, and our partnership with rural schools often prioritizes the iterative (e.g., teacher recruitment, grants focused on career education). The practical-evaluative dimension situates our partnerships in the present, where all stakeholders’ agency is interacting with the ecological context and being influenced by both past reflexive iterative knowledge and future projective intentions. While the iterative and projective dimensions provide priorities for ecological agency, it is in the practical-evaluative dimension where those priorities are negotiated within the context.

3. Vision

Rural schools offer an opportunity for teacher education programs to develop innovative ways of using technology to recruit teachers equipped for the complex needs of rural communities and students. At our institution we are addressing recruitment by using rural schools to innovate our teacher education programs in three ways: (1) telepresence-based field experiences, (2) distance and online-based supervision, and (3) shared virtual and online pedagogies of the rural. In developing innovative practice for our teacher education program, we have relied on rural schools to be the sites to pilot new approaches to ongoing issues in teacher education. We have found rural districts and schools to be ideal sites for innovation because they offer a highly flexible educational setting whereby their teachers and administrators are receptive to implementing new approaches to teacher preparation, and serve as valuable partners in the co-construction of those approaches. In turn, our preservice teachers benefit from their involvement in unique field experiences, while school districts are able to increase their recruitment opportunities through our partnership. We have several practices that have been effective thus far that can affect teacher recruitment.

First, we have found telepresence-based field experiences to be effective throughout our teacher education programs. Our telepresence-based experiences are facilitated through autonomous telepresence robots that can move throughout the classroom. Telepresence-based field experiences increase the richness of teacher education programs by providing opportunities to experience schools that our preservice teachers would not have seen otherwise. By richness, we refer to the depth of a pedagogical approach, it’s layers and meanings, and possibilities for multiple interpretations (Doll, 1993). When preservice teachers engage with rural schools through telepresence, they encounter another layer of cultural and contextual experiences, as well as new modalities for them to use in interpreting school contexts. Most of our preservice teachers are from suburban schools and their perspective of what constitutes an elementary, middle, or high school can be narrow in scope. Telepresence-based field experiences also add richness to our program in terms of pedagogical outcomes. For example, at our institution, preservice teachers in their initial field experiences use telepresence robots to observe and interact in rural classrooms. It allows us to better scaffold their experiences in the classroom, and they are able to see things like project-based learning and place-based learning in action. They also see a range of diversity with our rural classrooms comprising increasingly culturally and linguistically diverse classrooms, including representation of growing Latinx communities in rural settings (Chang, 2015). Most rural classrooms offer smaller class sizes
that allow our preservice teachers to interact more freely with both the students and cooperating teachers. The telepresence experiences deepen preservice teachers’ understanding of classrooms and pedagogy, preparing them for subsequent coursework, and providing another conceptual example of schooling.

Equally important, telepresence-based field experiences initiate recruitment efforts and expose our students to a possible career in a rural school. We are working to evolve the use of telepresence experiences to add even more depth by cultivating professional relationships between rural school district administrators and preservice administrators. Rural school districts are leveraging this technology to promote their communities’ strengths, share authentic opportunities for potential candidates to experience their schools and communities via telepresence and in-person, and recruit for in-service teaching. Ultimately, school districts are increasingly utilizing telepresence technology to build relationships with preservice teachers through the various field experiences built throughout the sequence of their teacher preparation, from early observational placements to and even including the final semester-long internships (Wertzberger, 2019).

Second, distance and online-related supervision technology also allows us to address teacher recruitment in rural school settings through our online licensure programs. Our online licensure programs allow students who live in rural contexts, and who are unable to attend our university on campus, to attain a teaching degree completely from their rural context. A majority of our students in online licensure programs are currently working in schools, including rural schools. The primary goal of online licensure programs is to help rural schools recruit and train potential teachers in their community – some of which may be in a high school pathway program. The pedagogical innovations of our online licensure programs stem from video assessment software, such as GoReact, which allow for distance supervision and feedback. Secure virtual supervision platforms such as GoReact, allow preservice teachers to stream live or upload video, which university faculty can provide feedback that is timestamped within the video. Preservice teachers can respond and reflect on their videos, and related feedback. Technology, such as GoReact, that enables distance supervision allows teacher education programs to develop their preservice teachers practice and self-efficacy through regular and frequent feedback on their experiences as part of their semester or yearlong field experiences. We are working to evolve the use of distance supervision with even more pedagogical outcomes that add to the recursive and relational (Doll, 1993) outcomes of field experiences through more longitudinal and sustained experiences within schools. As we evolve the field experiences the role of the university supervisor needs to evolve along with it. In our rural school field experiences, technology has allowed our supervisors to take on a role that is better characterized as a coach, due to a more frequent, sustainable, and assets-based interaction model (Clark et al., 2021). Using GoReact is just the beginning of evolving the evaluative supervisor role, to a more supportive coaching role.

Lastly, we need to prepare preservice teachers for interdisciplinary approaches to subject matter. While these approaches are arising in all school contexts (e.g., STEM, STEAM, CTE), it is much more common in rural schools. By simply being more present in rural schools through telepresence and online programs we address rural teacher retention by supporting their pedagogies and providing additional resources. We call this shared virtual and online pedagogies of the rural. The increased presence in rural schools allows for a two-way street of sharing, developing sets of new relations. The concept of relations (Doll, 1993) as an approach to learning has both pedagogical and cultural implications. Pedagogical relations are best demonstrated through place-based learning. Often times the instructional practices are nothing new (e.g., expository writing, monitoring and measuring environmental aspects, or historical cause and effect) but applied to something in the rural community. From our experience, no one implements place-based learning better than rural schools, often because their sense of community and cultural identity comes through in their teachers’ pedagogical relations. In many rural classrooms you see the talents of multi-subject teachers weaving together content, all while connecting it to their students’ context. Our institution has worked to provide resources to these teachers to further connect their place-based learning to careers and technology in their community or region. This includes technology such as block-base coded drones and robots, telepresence robots, and bio-technology kits. We have been effective in getting rural teachers to use these technologies, and now we need to evolve our practice to better prepare our preservice teachers to use these technologies at the beginning of their careers – mentored by our rural teaching partners.

4. Implementation

Our experience with innovation in rural schools has led us to three suggestions for teacher educators, and their programs, who want to better engage with rural schools using technology. First, through the Rural Education Center (REC) at our institution, we have created rural professional develop school (RPDS) network of 15 school districts that partner with us on all of our initiatives, as well as another 90 school districts that we offer resources to regularly. The RPDS schools comprise a diverse and distinct group of rural communities across our state, with schools that want to provide equitable opportunities for their students. Having these partner schools facilitates cooperation, collaboration, and trustworthy
relationships that allow for increased innovation (e.g., telepresence field experiences). Each partner school has multiple telepresence devices for our preservice teachers and colleagues to interact in their schools. Our colleagues are able research and observe innovation in school sites they were unable to in the past. Second, teacher educators and their programs should utilize rural schools as pilot sites, which is enabled by the first suggestion. Rural schools offer a lot of positive logistical attributes that allow for smooth facilitation of research and innovation. Primarily, most rural schools are smaller in all aspects of schooling. They typically have smaller class sizes, less administrational levels to gain approval, and fewer teachers in each grade-level or content area. Secondarily, many rural teachers are innovation minded, given their limited amounts of resources, and the multiplicity of courses/subjects they plan and teach. These two factors make rural schools very amenable to research and educational innovation, and valuable to teacher education programs.

We understand very well the institutional barriers to the kind of implementation we have outlined. The status quo of professional practice is powerful, and we have decades of candidate field experiences in K-12 systems with the attendant university supervision, and we would be remiss not to acknowledge the systemic assumptions that field experiences happen when candidates are physically present in K-12 classrooms and supervision happens when a university supervisor sits in the back of the room taking notes. The local culture within most teacher education systems is strongly predisposed toward this traditional model, and while COVID-19 pushed some of those boundaries, any move toward technologically mediated field experiences with remote supervision will require adequate conversation among professionals to secure the necessary institutional will. Furthermore, the role of technology in the future of field experiences must extend beyond replicating old paradigms in new spaces. It must assist in envisioning new constructs by which we define best practice in teacher education. This includes leveraging technologies to connect geographically and culturally diverse school partners in collaborative efforts to diversify teacher education, and to construct more accessible teacher preparation pathways for non-traditional candidates. Institutional conservatism and inertia notwithstanding, we believe the need to engage teacher education with rural education provides a powerful incentive for new paradigms of practice, research, and innovation.
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